CHESTER SHINES AT
DRESSAGE and JUMPING WITH THE STARS
Chester competed in his first big show -

"Dressage and Jumping With The Stars 2008" (DJWTS) - April 2008
He won both classes after the first round on the
following scores:
1. The 4 Year Old Material Class - 8.5 (out of
10)
2. The 4 Year Old Y/Horse class - 8.3 (out of
10)
and in the final test for both classes, he came 2nd
overall on a count back.
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COMMENTS

Berni Saunders from Cyberhorse wrote the following in her report on the event:
"Gary Lung was riding the magnificent
Weltmeyer Gelding, GB Winchester. The
chestnut looked completely at home in the
arena and displayed extravagant yet
controlled movement that seemed well beyond
his years. The crowd could not help but
applaud the effort. The judges too were
impressed and the combined marks for
movement and impression allowed Gary and GB
Winchester to finish the competition in first
place."

Chris Hector (from The Horse Magazine) wrote the
following comments in his coverage of the event:
GB Winchester is one of three of the “….. nicest four
year olds we’ve ever seen at DJWTS”
“The next star was GB Winchester, by Weltmeyer out
of Safron by the imported Trakehner, Elfenglanz."
"Winchester was bred by Glennis and Simon Barrey
and Glennis took Safron to FEI level. Winchester is
owned and shown by Queenslander, Gary Lung, and what a lovely expansive,
crisp moving horse he is. 9 for trot, 8.5 for canter, 7.5 for walk (it looked
fine, and apparently two out of the three judges wanted to give it 8), 9 for
conformation, and 8.5 for general impression to grab the lead with 8.5."

The following comments were reported
on www.eurodressage.com website:
"GB Winchester who was shown by his owner Gary
Lung. The 4-year old GB Winchester (by Weltmeyer x
Elfenglanz) scored 8.5 for walk, 8.0 for trot, canter
and general impression, and 9.0 for conformation. "
"Chester is bred by Glennis and Simon Barrey and was
purchased by Lung as 6-month old colt. Lung is thrilled
to ride Chester every day. "He takes everything in his
stride and nothing phases him," Lung said.

The following reports were reported on
the "Trakehners Australia" website:
"First off was a material class where 32 four
year old dressage horses worked in groups and
were stripped down to be assessed for both
conformation and movement. This class was won
by the part-bred Trakehner GB Winchester
(Weltemyer/GB Saffron). GB Saffron is a
purebred Trakehner mare by Elfenglanz who was
herself a Grand Prix dressage horse.The four
year olds then competed in a second class
consisting of a dressage test. This class was also
won by GB Winchester."

RESULTS

